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MAKING IT HAPPEN!

2020-21 CHARTER SEASON DEFIES THE ODDS WITH RESOUNDING SUCCESS
During a year of unparalleled
challenges across the globe, Axioma
left her Majorcan refit yard in
November to head across the
Atlantic for a Caribbean season
which continued to look uncertain.
“As we set out, we had no confirmed
bookings,” acknowledges Captain
Charlie Rowlands. But the situation
quickly took a turn for the better, he
reports, and, as Axioma completed
the crossing in her fastest time to
date, reaching St Martin in just 12
days from Gibraltar, the bookings
started to roll in. To top it all, she
welcomed her first ever festive
charters to celebrate Christmas and
see in the New Year.
The global pandemic has initiated
profound alterations in the industry
to make yacht charters as safe and
as flexible as possible for clients.
Addendums have been added to
contracts to enable cancellations,
and stringent safety and testing
measures implemented on board.
Although some guests were unable
to travel, some destinations off limits
and provisioning more challenging;
in the end

“it was an incredible season,”
says Chief Stewardess,
Heather Campbell.
“Our goal was to make up for what may
have been lacking ashore,”she says,
“if clubs and restaurants weren’t
open, we were able to compensate,
providing everything on board.”

Heather adds:
“We’re renowned for our spa,
casino and onboard entertainment. All these things were in
high demand, along with the
services of our hairdressers and
masseuses, who have been
working harder than ever. And of
course, our Michelin-rated chef
Sascha, who excels at providing
“Of course, our main purpose was to
create unforgettable and unique
experiences for our guests. We want
them to remember their charter
aboard Axioma for a long time and
share their memories with friends”
continues Heather. Judging by their
comments and pledges to return to
excellent time seems to have been
had by all.
Among highlights reported by the
crew were anchoring in the
crystal-clear waters of Barbuda,
sunrise nature hikes at St Barts,
swimming with stingrays off Antigua
and renting a private island for one
charter. Asked about his favourite
moments, Captain Charlie says:
“We’ve had some great guests in
February who really appreciated the
beach set-ups that we’re known for
and, as the cruise developed, we
were lucky to have an amazing day
anchored off Princess Diana Beach
in Barbuda, and then topped off with
a private hire of Prickly Pear Island in
Anguilla, which the guests found
amazing.”

Axioma spent her time in the
Caribbean cruising the Leeward
Islands from Antigua to Anguillaand,
although charters were often
arranged at the last-minute, she
secured back-to-back bookings across
the season. The festive period was
spent around St Barts, and Christmas
Day itself was celebrated with a lavish,
traditional American family meal of
turkey and all the trimmings – a
culinary first for chef Sascha Lenz.
Alena Zilayova, Senior Charter Fleet
Manager at Yachting Partners International, Axioma’s central charter
agent, thanks the crew for their
exceptional hard work and adds:
“Indeed, I would like to thank guests
and brokers who believe in Axioma,
the professionalism of her crew and
their ability to do everything in their
power for guests under such difficult
and complex conditions.”
She explains that they encountered a
particularly challenging situation when
one member of a client’s family tested
positive for Covid-19 just two days
before he was due to join Axioma.
“After receiving an official notification
from the client to cancel the charter,
we found a new client who was eager
to fly out the next day. In the meantime, we then received a message
from the original client saying further
tests on the family had come back
negative and they would like to come.
It was such a difficult situation and we
felt deeply ashamed and apologised
to the new client who had hoped to fly
out at the last minute.”

Looking to the season ahead,
Axioma will be cruising the Western
Mediterranean, including the South
of France, Corsica, Sardinia and the
Adriatic, from May to mid-October.
Following an extremely successful
trip to the Croatian coast last
summer.
Heather says she and the crew are
looking forward to returning to this
beautiful region, while Charlie says
he particularly likes visiting the more
remote areas of the Balearics.
He is also looking forward to a
planned cruise between the South of
France and West Corsica “which has
some of my favourite remote
beaches in the Med; Saleccia Beach
in the Agriates desert to the north
and Rocappina further south.”

Charlie adds: “The Scandola
National Park in early evening,
as the sun is going down,
is very special also, and
not to be missed.”
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PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT!

EXCITEMENT ABOARD AS AXIOMA’S TOY CHEST IS COMPLETELY UPDATED
Known for boasting an enviable array of
water sports equipment, Axioma’s
captain and crew are looking forward to
revealing a whole new selection this
season. The first of these acquisitions, a
Lift E-foil and an Awake electric
surfboard, arrived in January. Chief
Officer Daniel Binns reports these two
new boards “caused great excitement
among the deck crew,” who got the
chance to test them out and get in a bit of
practice before leaving the Caribbean.
“I’m sure they will be a huge hit with
future charters and together with the
incredible Zapata Flyboard Pro that’s on
its way, will provide amazing fun for our
guests,” says Daniel.
A bit of practice, we’re told, is all that’s
needed to master these amazing new
toys – and coaching will of course be
available. Axioma’s deck crew already
provides RYA jet ski training, and in
another new addition for 2021, onboard
water sports professional swill now be
available to give tuition and intensive
courses in different water sports to guest
of all ages.
Also arriving soon will be an Aquaglide
Escalade, an inflatable climbing wall that
will complement the existing Aquaglide
Jungle Joe sea slide and the extremely
popular 6.5m slide which runs from high
up on the owner’s deck

aft and is a perennial favourite with
guests of all ages. Further new
purchases include new Seabobs, kite
surfs, kayaks, an extra-large seven-man
SUP and an inflatable catamaran.
In addition to her toys, Axioma also
carries three tenders; a newly acquired
12m Fjord Coupe and Castoldi jet tender,
as well as a small 5.5m beach boat. To
ensure guests can really make the most
of their time on the water and give crew
plenty of space for setting out all her toys,
she also carries floating teak platforms to
expand her on-water area, plus an
anti-jellyfish pool. Speaking about the
latest purchases, Daniel says: “All these
new toys will be excellent additions to our
already extensive range and help us
provide the ultimate guest satisfaction,
completing the Axioma experience.”
He adds: “The existing GTX Seadoo
jetskis are always a favourite amongst
guests, as well as Seabobs and SUPs,
and the Hobie Mirage pedalboard has
proved popular across all ages. With the
exciting new equipment, as well as her
existing sailing dinghies, kayaks,
paddleboards, dive and snorkel gear,
waterskis, wakeboards, watersleds and
inflatable slides, Axioma really does have
every option covered when it comes to
having fun at sea.”

Lift E-foil

Awake electric surfboard

HOTEL DE PARIS BEAUTY

MASTERING THE LATEST LUXURY STYLES ABOARD AXIOMA

As part of Axioma’s commitment to
continual staff training and
improvement, two of its crew are to
receive specialist coaching this
spring to keep up with the latest
hair trends for 2021. Both Timea
Ivankovits and Georgia Kershaw
are already well-trained and
experienced hairdressers, whose
work has been a great hit with
Axioma guests. But while in the
Mediterranean, they are set to
receive a masterclass in styling
from Claudio Peluquero, of the
renowned Rossano Ferretti Hair
Spa, based at Monaco’s Hotel de
Paris.
Timea says: “Working aboard a
yacht like this, it’s vital to know how
to create whatever style we’re

asked for – whatever the request,
the answer is yes! With salons
around the world closed for much
of last year, this has been more
important than ever. Keeping on
top of the latest styles is so
important to us, and we look
forward to learning from Claudio.”
Visiting the girls on board, he will
share his expertise and insider
knowledge of styles of the moment,
as well as the latest must-have
treatments. Rossano Ferretti has
salons in major cities and luxury
travel destinations across the globe
and is world renowned for ‘the
method’ hair cut – a personalised
system in which a style is created in
response to the character of each
client, while following their hair’s
natural fall and movement.

Monaco’s Hotel de Paris
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MOVING FORWARD WITH PINTO
UPDATED LOOK FOR AXIOMA’S GUEST CABINS

Maintaining
the
highest
of
standards is central to the Axioma
ethos, and to ensure a constant
level of excellence she visits
shipyards twice a year, in spring and
autumn. Currently crossing the
Atlantic as this article goes to press,
Axioma is set to arrive at the STP
shipyard, in Palma, in early March
for the first of these annual
maintenance sessions.
During her stay, Axioma will have
parts of her exterior superstructure
repainted, following on from the
well-received image transformation
last year when her hull was given a
new coat of striking turquoise-blue
paint. Launched by Dunya Yachts in
2013, Axioma’s acclaimed interior
was designed by the renowned
Alberto Pinto. Now, eight years on,
the time has come to update parts
of his work by bringing in some
fresh colours and styles, while
retaining Pinto’s original light touch.

Two of her cabins are to receive a
makeover, this spring, with work
on three more scheduled for the
autumn. As Axioma was one of
the last works of art Pinto
designed, before his death in
2012, great care is being taken
to ensure these changes are
carried out in a manner which
will not detract in any way from
her original design. The re-styling
of her cabins has been
undertaken with the utmost care
by Pinto’s design studio to
ensure they capture the original
spirit, while bringing in a fresher
more modern look.
A spokesperson for Cabinet
Alberto Pinto, Julie Leibovici,
explains that Axioma’s design
had been created with the
greatest attention to detail to
ensure the perfect finish, and
that vigilance is imperative to
ensure this high level of finish is
continually maintained in her
interiors. In the field of yachting,
where furnishing can be exposed
to the elements and suffer
intense use, the studio believes
“various areas deserve
to be regularly reinvented.”

Alberto Pinto
She adds: “Pinto realises and renovates by attaching a lot of care to the
sophisticated assembly of simple materials, to offer a quality, comfortable
and exotic interior design. The renovation of these two cabins requires a
global vision to respect the overall harmony of the yacht.
“Decorated initially in a seaside sports spirit, we worked with fresh, natural
and colourful fabrics extending the dynamic graphics developed
throughout the yacht. Custom embroideries applied with precision,
contrasting stitching and combinations of leather, wool, linen and cotton
are intended to bring refinement, joy and radiance. Each cabin must have
a strong identity, to allow easy use for both crew and guests.”
The refit will not involve any structural modifications, Ms Leibovici
explains, and adds: “These renovations will allow us to offer the client the
quality expected in the world of luxury, all the while adding the surprise of
new decors, inviting them, their guests and charter guests to ever more
exciting journeys.”

EXPANDING IN A NEW DIRECTION
AXIOMA TO OFFER GREATER CAPACITY
WITH NEW SUPPORT VESSEL UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Families have a habit of growing, as many of
Axioma’s loyal repeat charter guests know, and
many would now like to be able to bring extra
guests, whether children, grandchildren or
friends. This leaves two options: either build a
larger boat or create a support vessel to provide
further accommodation.
Axioma’s owners have chosen to embrace the
second option and can now announce the exciting
news that a support vessel is now in build, with
delivery expected in 2023. The new vessel will
operate alongside Axioma and carry an additional
ten guests in five cabins, offering the same level

of comfort and leisure as they would expect from
a mega yacht. They will have use of their own
dedicated main saloon, spa and swim platform,
and enjoy a non-stop water sports regime.
Alongside an impressive and varied array of toys,
the SV will also carry a mini submarine.
One of the stand-out features of the support
vessel will be a touch-and-go helipad which has
been designed for multi-purpose use, capable of
transforming into an outdoor disco, cinema,
basketball court or entertainment area suitable
for a wide range of events. Axioma will remain
available to charter on her own or together with
the support vessel.
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SEIZE THE DAY!
LIMITED AVAILABILITY FOR 2021
LAST YEAR’S POSTPONEMENTS MAKE FOR
A BUSY SUMMER SEASON

After numerous holidays had to be
cancelled or postponed during
2020, there is now greater desire
than ever to get out and make the
most of special time with family and
friends. The ability to create an
exclusive holiday with all the
luxuries of a top hotel, in a safe,
isolated environment is making
yachting more popular than ever –
leading brokers to report a potential
shortage of supply.
Alena Zilayova, Senior Charter Fleet
Manager at Yachting Partners International, reports that once travel
restrictions were lifted, bookings
picked up quickly last year. Turkey
and Croatia were among the first to
open their coasts in 2020 and she
expects the same to be the case in

The French Riviera, Southern Italy
and the Balearics are also proving
particularly popular this year, she
adds. Asked about current charter
group trends, Alena says bookings
are often for smaller groups than in
the past, usually made up of close
family members.
Last year, hesitant guests were able
to delay and make last-minute
bookings, but Alena warns that
waiting is unlikely to be possible this
season. Axioma has a particularly
loyal following of regular repeat
guests who have already secured at
least eight weeks of her 2021
summer charters. As the office is
now responding to requests for

2022, she encourages anyone
considering a 2021 charter to get in
contact quickly, and stressed new
charter contracts have been
created in the wake of the
pandemic to remove risks should
cancellation be necessary.
Asked why so many return year after
year, Alena pointed to Axioma’s
excellent onboard amenities “such
as her dedicated spa with a
masseuse and beautician, infinity
pool on the main deck, 3D cinema
and unique beach house,” as well
as “her excellent crew who create
the best onboard experiences,
including her Michelin-level chef.”

She continues:
“Axioma’s versatile layout,
unique interior and devoted,
creative crew appeal to all age
groups; family charters with
children, healthy-living holidays,
friends and multi-generation
charters, corporate hosting
and exclusive parties.”

AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRESS, SOME AVAILABILITY REMAINED FOR MEDITERRANEAN CHARTERS
ABOARD AXIOMA IN EARLY JULY AND EARLY AUGUST,
AS WELL AS FOR THE CARIBBEAN OVER CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR 2022.
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LEGENDS FROM THE AXIOMA GALLEY
FROM FINE DINING TO NOSTALGIC HOME COOKING,
CHEF SASCHA LENZ ALWAYS GOES THE EXTRA MILE TO
PROVIDE THE PERFECT CULINARY EXPERIENCE

This winter has been a particularly
busy season in the Axioma galley,
according to head chef Sascha
Lenz,
who
explains
recent
restrictions have meant more dining
on board than usual. Always happy
to cater for any requests, he reports
the limited potential to dine out has
encouraged some charter guests to
make the most of the full restaurant
experience on board, while others
have craved more nostalgic ‘home
cooked’ food.
This variety of requirements is part
of what makes working on a yacht
like Axioma so interesting, says
Sascha. One guest this season even
asked for a particular type of
sandwich
he
recalled
from
childhood and another family
requested homely roast chicken,
while others embraced the full
fivecourse fine-dining experience
from this Michelin-rated chef. With
over two decades of experience
working in top restaurants around
the globe, Sascha is always happy
to do everything in his power to
deliver whatever the guests would
like.
Continually striving to meet their
varied demands certainly kept
Sascha and sous chef Erik Lengyel
on their toes this winter in the
Caribbean. “We have had some very
active, sporty guests,” recounts
Sascha, “who want lots of filling
protein and meals at any time of day
or night.” Adding that often there’s
a range of ages to keep happy, with
children who like to get involved
with cookie making or their own
themed parties.

“It makes it interesting to
have a variety of guests and
different requirements
for food,”
says Sascha.
“We always get preference
lists sent in advance to let us
know about their food
requirements, but
we expect changes once
they come on board and we
are always happy to do
whatever we can to
accommodate their wishes.”

Asked how running the galley of a
superyacht differs from the many
top-class restaurants he has
worked in across the globe, Sascha
says: “In a restaurant everything is
more controlled. You know how
many covers you have and if you run
out of a dish, then it is gone. But on
a boat, you have to be more flexible
for what guests want and everything
has to be just right for them. This
means a lot more than just the
cooking; the organisation and
provisioning is very important.”
Sascha recalls that over the
Christmas period, when rough
weather temporarily stopped ferries
bringing in supplies to the islands, it
was particularly challenging to
source the right provisions for a
traditional
American
family
Christmas, with the one specialist
store filled with superyacht chefs all
vying for the same goods. He was
happy to report that all turned out
well for Axioma’s guests who
enjoyed a packed table of traditional fare to mark their celebrations on
December 25th

“For me, it was like what I
am used to seeing in a
Christmas movie,”
says Sascha.
Whatever the guests’ preferences,
most are keen to try recipes
inspired by the areas they travel to,
and the primary emphasis is always
on the finest quality fresh food.
Sascha enjoys visiting local
restaurants and talking to other
chefs whenever possible and says
he learnt much from Croatian cooks
during their cruise last summer.

“I connected with a lot of good restaurants who in turn have links to
all the good fishermen. I always get talking and ask them how dishes
are made and have learned a lot about local cuisine that way.
A chef needs to go out and connect with the places he visits,
and in Croatia that was a really lovely experience.”
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CREATIVE CUISINE
THE AXIOMA WAY
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